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A Greek ICT SME has developed a plug-in tool that automated supports the users for highly interactive, web-
based interfaces, especially in educational software. The tool is a pluggable component for MOOC (Massive 
Open Online Course) or courseware platforms. The Greek company is looking for companies or 
organizations that developing educational software for either joint venture or research cooperation 
agreements. 
 
 
The Greek ICT company offers R&D services mainly for educational institutes. Recently, the company has 
developed a prototype tool, a plug-in, derived from an academic research project. The aim of the project was 
to find a cost-effective way to author automated support for highly interactive, web-based user interfaces. 
This is typically a problem with educational software. Learning environments that offer highly interactive 
activities to students can achieve better engagement and completion rates if automated support and 
adaptability are available. Traditional ways to develop automated support for that type of support have been 
excessively expensive, especially if the user interfaces are not very structured and controllable. There are 
also cases where the learning platforms are open. This offers opportunities to the user for exploring the 
platform. In those interfaces, if the possible user trajectories are not predefined then it is even more 
expensive to develop automated support with traditional methods. The plug-in tool from the Greek company 
implements a novel approach that extends previous research . The tool offers an authoring method for 
automated user support that is easy and cost-effective to operate. It reduces significantly cognitive load and 
therefore, the entry threshold for prospective users. The tool also offers easy integration with any user 
interface. Further, it offers testability without interferences with currently working systems and easy 
deployment. The tool is generic and can be utilized with any type of user interface and in any domain. There 
are no low-level technical skills required by authors or significant domain expertise. The tool can take the 
form of a pluggable component for MOOC platforms or similar courseware delivery platforms. The Greek 
company is looking mainly for companies or organizations that developing educational software. The type of 
partnership considered could be either joint venture or research cooperation agreements. 
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